We construct a gauge-invariant action for covariant type II string field theory in the NS-NS sector. Our construction is based on the large Hilbert space description and Zwiebach's string products are used. First, we rewrite the action for bosonic string field theory into a new form where a state in the kernel of the generator of the gauge transformation appears explicitly. Then we use the same strategy and write down our type II action, where a projector onto the small Hilbert space plays an important role. We present lower-order terms up to quartic order and show that three-point amplitudes are reproduced correctly. *
In bosonic theory, from a geometrical point of view, the gauge structure is governed by L ∞ -algebras. We expect that in the NS-NS sector, the type II action has such properties like the bosonic action. (Of course, it is not clear yet what controls the algebraic poroperty of type II theory including all sectors. Recently, there has been a progress [41] .) Therefore, we propose the following action, whose gauge structure is governed by L ∞ -algebras:
(1.1)
It is constructed from type II string fields Ψ(t) and a nilpotent operator Q G , which consists of type II string fields, the BRST operator, and the extension of Zwiebach's closed string products.
As the inner product, we use the BPZ inner product with η-currents insertion: A, B η := η Thus it has a simple gauge invariance: δΨ = Q G Λ, which is yielded from Q 2 G = 0, and all information about the gauge structure described by L ∞ -algebras are encoded into Q G 's nilpotency. In this paper, we call this operator Q G the BRST operator around G(t), which is deeply related to a pure gauge solution in bosonic theory. We would like to mention that our construction is based on algebraic properties of closed string fields, so we do not touch the geometrical understanding of superstrings, such as the correspondence of the full action and the decomposition of the moduli space of super-Riemann surfaces as the case of bosonic theory.
This article is organized as follows. In section 2, first, we briefly review the related results of bosonic string field theory [11] . Then we rewrite the action into more suggestive form, which is easy to understand the gauge structure and its supersymmetric extension. This is one of new results. In section 3, we review the construction of a pure gauge solution of bosonic theory [10] . We pick up heterotic theory as an example and show the construction of the heterotic action using a (formal) bosonic pure gauge solution [21] . At the end of this section, we put comments on a pure gauge solution of heterotic theory and the procedure of constructing type II theory. This section is devoted to present an idea of the construction of our type II action and does not include material which is necessary for reading other sections. After that, in section 4 and sction 5, we propose the concrete form of the type II full action and see its properties: the gauge invariance and the equation of motion and so on. In paricular, we would like to show the correspondence of cohomology [28] , the lower order action, and its gauge invariance through the perturbative expansion. We also check that it reproduces correct three point amplitudes which are correspond to the result of the first quantization theory [29] [30] [31] and estimate higher order amplitudes. At the top of section 2 and section 3, we pick up some formulae, which are necessary to follow practical calculations. In appendix A, we summarize homotopy algebras [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , which are used in this paper. In appendix B, we present simple calculus of free theory using our new form of the action. It will be helpful for understanding this article because the same calculus goes in interacting theory. In Appendix C, we consider open string field theory from the point of view of our construction. In this paper, any type closed string fields A all are imposed on the level matching condition L 
Basic Facts of Closed String Field Theory
In this section, we review some results of bosonic theory [11] and discuss several properties which are related to our construction of type II theory. In particular, we rewrite Zwiebach's action into another equivalent action which is rather clear to see the gauge structure: the generator of the gauge transformation, the correspondence between free and full theories, and so on.
Relations between the BPZ Inner Product and String Products:
A, B = (−1) (A+1)(B+1) B, A , 
Zwiebach's Bosonic Closed String Field Theory
The action of bosonic closed string field theory is described by closed string fields Ψ, the BPZ inner product, string products, and the BRST operator of closed strings Q. In particular, there is an infinite set of string products, all of which are graded-commutative. For example, the lowest product satisfies [A, B] = (−1) AB [B, A], where string states in the exponent represent their Grassmann property, 0 (mod 2) for Grassmann even states and 1 (mod 2) for Grassmann odd states. This means, in closed string field theory, we need an infinite set of fundamental vertices [7, 8] . The BPZ inner product is defined by BPZ conjugation as A, B := A|c − 0 |B , where A| is the BPZ conjugate of |A , and c − 0 = 1 2 (c 0 −c 0 ). It is nondegenerate on closed string Hilbert space. Using these components, the action of bosonic closed string field theory is given by
where Ψ is a bosonic closed string field which carries ghost number 2, and [Ψ n−1 , Ψ] is a closed string n-product 3 which carries ghost number 3 + n i=1 (gh(Ψ i ) − 2) [11, 15] . Here, the symbol gh(Ψ i ) means the ghost number of Ψ i . The variation of this action is given by This action is invarint under the following gauge transformation:
The reason is, we can take resummention and use the following simple L ∞ -identities:
Note that the inner product has ciclicity and closed string products are symmetric. So we obtain δS B = 0 under such δΨ, which is the gauge symmetry of closed string field theory.
A Shifting Structure and L ∞ -algebras
Let us consider the shift:
, and as a consequence it is invariant under Ψ ′ → δ(Ψ 0 + Ψ ′ ). This is the gauge invariance of the shifted action [9, 11] .
Here, we use multilinear functions:
We can define a new set of string products, denoted by the lowwer index of Ψ 0 14) which are related to new multilinear functions as
Using the definition of the lowwer-indexed ones, the shifted action simply reads
Here, the first two terms are not equal to zero for general Ψ 0 : 16) where F(Ψ 0 ) is equation of motion. Thus the shifted action, reads
If and only if Ψ 0 satisfied the equation of motion: F(Ψ 0 ) = 0, the term linear Ψ ′ would have vanished. [11] . The shifted action is invariant under the transformation: 18) which is just the same form of the ordinary one. The first term is the new BRST-like operator, we call it the redefined BRST operator around Ψ 0 :
It does not have nilpotency for general Ψ 0 except for the case of classical solution: F(Ψ 0 ) = 0.
A New Action and the Gauge Invariance
In the previous subsection, we reviewed the shifting structure of string field theory and considered new string products around constant string fields. However, algebraically, we are able to define new string products around an arbitrary string field φ as [11, 40] , etc.) For instance, the nilpotency of Q becomes
where F(φ) is the equation of motion of bosonic closed string field theory. The most important fact is that these form a new L ∞ -algebra when φ satisfies the equation of motion.
Using these operators, we can rewrite the gauge transformation of bosonic string field theory δΨ = κ n n! [Ψ n , Λ] into the simple form δΨ = Q Ψ Λ. As well as we identify the BRST operator Q with the generator of the gauge transformation in free theory, we can regard this Q Ψ as the generator of the gauge transformation in full theory. We introduce the following notation:
The upper index [a] on Q Ψ means we consider closed string products of the coupling constant a times κ. Then, Q
[a]
Ψ gives a deformation of the gauge structure:
Ψ from a = 0 to a = 1, we can define a Maurer-Cartan operator Q ′ Ψ as follows, 23) which is deeply related to the action for string field theory, disucussed in the rest of this subsection. Note that the operator Q ′ Ψ maps a string field Ψ to a state F(Ψ) and the equation of motion is given by F(Ψ) = Q ′ Ψ Ψ = 0. Properties of the State Q ′ Ψ Ψ Before rewriting the action into a new form, we would like to see two useful properties, which are necessary to our calculus. The state Q ′ Ψ Ψ has the following properties: 25) where X is a derivation which satisfies the relation 4 [[X, Q]] = 0. The first line implies that the state Q ′ Ψ Ψ belongs to the kernel of the generator Q Ψ . It is a result from L ∞ -identities for an arbitrary string field ψ whose ghost number is two:
The second line means the X-derivative state X(Q ′ Ψ Ψ) becomes the Q Ψ -exact state. It is a result from the derivation propertiy of X for string products (−1) X X[A n ] = n[A n−1 , XA]:
A New Action and the Gauge Invariance
Using these operators, we can rewrite the action
into a suggestive form. First, introducing real parameters t ∈ [0, 1] and a ∈ [0, 1], we obtain
Then, using (2.23), we obtain the following action:
Or more formally, using Ψ(t) which satisfies Ψ(0) = 0 and Ψ(1) = Ψ, the action S B becomes
This action has of course the same properties as the original action: the equation of motion Q ′ Ψ Ψ = 0, the gauge invariance δΨ = Q Ψ Λ, and so on. Let us check these properties. Using (2.4), (2.3), and (2.25) for X = δ and X = ∂ t , the following relation holds:
Thus we can quickly calculate the variation δS as follows:
Then, using L ∞ -identities (2.24), we obtain the expected gauge invariance δΨ = Q Ψ Λ and the equation of motion Q ′ Ψ Ψ = 0. We would like to emphasize that the variation of this type action is realized by exchanging the place of δ and ∂ t :
(2.34)
The statement that the variation is realized by exchanging the place of δ and ∂ t is not limeted to the bosonic theory and it is correct in our type II theory. The result of (2.34) also implies that using this representation, we are able to treat the full action S B = dt ∂Ψ, Q ′ Ψ Ψ as the free action S 0 = dt ∂Ψ, Q ′ Ψ algebraically. (Cf. Appendix B)
Another Calculation and Extra/BRST-exact Terms
In the previous subsction, we obtain δS B from the relation ∂ t Ψ, δ Q ′ Ψ Ψ = δΨ, ∂ t Q ′ Ψ Ψ which is a result from (2.25) . To compare with the calculation of type II theory, it is helpfull to give a second look at this calculation: not using the property of the state Q ′ Ψ Ψ but of the BRST-like operator Q 
Although there appear extra terms of κ[XΨ, Ψ] Ψ , in above calculation, using the cyclicity of the BPZ inner product, those of X = δ and X = ∂ t cancel each other for general δΨ.
We would like to mention that for δΨ = Q Ψ Λ, each extra term
It is a result of (2.21) and/or essentially equivalent to the decoupling mechanism of BRST-exact terms, discussed in the rest of this subsection.
Gauge Transformation as a Shift of an Expanding Point
We can regard the gauge transformation δΨ = Q Ψ Λ of the action S B as one kind of an infinitesimal shift of the expanding point of Q Ψ , which is gauge equivalent to zero: 
Pure Gauge Solutions and Supersymmetric Theory
In this section, we construct a pure gauge solution of bosonic string field theory and see its role in considering the supersymmetric extension of bosonic theory. As a simple example, we pick up heterotic string field theory [21] . A pure gauge solution as a functional of superstring fields will also play an impotant role in the construction of type II theory. This section is devoted to present an idea and does not include material which is necessary for the following sections.
Action of η 0 for the BPZ Inner Product and String Products:
A Classical Solution and Related Fields
We can always construct a formal solution of bosonic closed string field theory G(A) from closed string products and parameter fields A which carries ghost number 1 as follows:
Using L ∞ -identities, we can check quickly that the state G(t) = G(A(t)) satisfies the equation of motion F(G) = 0 in boconic closed string field theory:
In this sence, we call G(A(t)) as a pure gauge solution [10, 36, [38] [39] [40] . It is equivalent to the result of [21] : G(A) is the solution of the following differential equation
with the initial condition G(0) = 0. This equation means that such a pure gauge solution G(A) can be built by successive infinitisimal gauge transformations path-dependently. The path is decided by choosing τ -dependence of A(t). As in the case of other gauge theories, we also choose a straight line connects 0 and A, and parametrize the path linearly as τ A(t) with 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1.
After setting τ = 1, the first few terms of G(A) are given by
An Important Property of a Classical Solution
The pure gauge solution has an important property: the state G(A) is mapped into the Q G -exact state by a derivation X satisfying [[X, Q]] = 0. In supersymmetric theory, we will use this property for practical calculations as XQ ′ Ψ Ψ = (−1) X Q Ψ XΨ in the previous section. Let us prove it quickly [21] . This property is equivalent to the following statement: suppose that a pure gauge solution G(A) and a derivation X which satisfies [[X, Q]] = 0 are given, then, we can always construct the state H(A, X) which satisfies the following relation,
We call this state H(A, X) "a related field". For instance, in bosonic closed string field theory, variation δ and derivation ∂ t satisfy the above conditions of X, so there exist H(A, δA) and
We can obtain such H(A, X) as the solution of the following differential equation: 5
Then we can solve this in power of κ as follows:
Supersymmetric Theory and the Large Hilbert Space Description
We reviewed the procedure of constructing a formal pure gauge solution G(t) from parameter fields A(t) which carries ghost number (gh[G] − 1). In string field theory, pure gauge solutions of bosonic theories have played an impotant role in supersymmetric extension [20, 21] . At least it becomes algebraically clear when we consider in the large Hilbert space. In the large Hilbert space description, the ghost number (and of course the picture number) of superstring fields matches that of parameter fields of bosonic pure gauge solutions. We can construct an action of supersymmetric theory by identifying superstring fields with parameter fields of corresponding bosonic theory.
In the small Hilbert space description, the ghost number and the picture number of the string field Φ S are determinded by the natural correspondence to the vertex operator of strings of the first quantization theory. The difference between the large and small Hilbert space is whether 5 The reason becomes clear when we define the auxiliary field
Then the result which we expect is equivalent to H(τ = 1) = 0. If our differencial equation is satisfied, we obtain ∂τ H = κ[A, H]G. Using the initial condition H(τ = 0) = 0, it gives H = 0 for any τ .
we consider the zero mode of ξ(z) or not. Thus we usually use the following identification [20] of the small space string field Φ S and the large space string field Φ L :
Here, η 0 is the zero mode of η(z), which carries ghost number 1 and picture number −1. In particular, it is a current which has conformal weight 1 like the BRST operator. In the rest of this section, as an example of the supersymmetric extension, we pick up the construction of heterotic string field theory [21] and see the role of the pure gauge solution. (cf. Appendix C.)
Heterotic String Field Theory
In heterotic string field theory [21] , the small space string field V S carries ghost number 2 and picture number −1. Therefore, in the large space description, the heterotic string field V carries ghost number 1 and picture number 0. It carries the same ghost number as above parameter fields A(t), so we can built a pure gauge solution G(t) by V (t). Then the action is given by
where we choose t-dependence linearly V (t) = tV . This is the Wess-Zumino-Witten-like action. Or more formally, this action can be written for general t-dependent V (t) which satisfies V (0) = 0 and V (1) = V , where Ψ Q := G(V (t)) and Ψ X := H(V (t), X), as follows:
Note that for X = (∂ t , δ, η 0 ), related fields Ψ X satisfy the following relations
It is just the same result as that of open superstrings. The variation of this action is give by
So we obtain the equation of motion η 0 Ψ Q = 0 and the gauge invariance under
where Λ (0,0) and Ω (0,1) are gauge parameters with respect to Q and η 0 . We would like to mention that the ξ 0 -decomposition of pure gauge solution Ψ Q is given by
, we obtain the following form of the action for V (t) = tV :
Pure Gauge Solutions of Heterotic String Field Theory
To construct type II theory, it is not necessary to see contents of this subsection, but helpfull. As a pure gauge solution of bosonic theory G(A) can always be constructed from parameter fields A(t) which carry ghost number gh(G) − 1, we can also construct a pure gauge solution of heterotic theory A(Φ) from parameter fields Φ(t) which carry ghost number gh(A) − 1.
The BRST Operator Acting on Large Hilbert Space
We consider the action of the BRST operator Q in the large Hilbert space. The ξ-zero mode decomposition of Ψ is given by Ψ =ψ + ξ 0φ . Here,ψ andφ live in the small Hilbert space.
where
Of course, the BRST operator Q is nilpotent on the large Hilbert space:
So we notice the suggestive fact about the nilpotency of the BRST operator: Q(PQΨ) = 0, where P is the projector onto the small Hilbert space, which satisfies P + P ⊥ = 1 and P 2 = P. We know that the operator Q is a linear operator on the small Hilbert spase Q : H S → H S . So if the stateψ lives in the Kernel of η 0 , the state Qψ also lives in the same space. By contrucs, the component ξ 0φ ∈ H L is mapped to elements of both components: X 0φ ∈ H S and −ξ 0 (Qφ) ∈ H L .
Classical Solutions of Heterotic Theory and Type II String Fields
The equation of motion of heterotic theory is η 0 Ψ Q = 0. It is helpfull for considering type II theory to construct a pure gauge solution of heterotic theory. Constructing a pure gauge solution A of heterotic theory is equivalent to finding Ψ Q which lives in the small Hilbert space. Using gauge parameter fields of heterotic theory Φ, we can make such a field A quickly: A(Φ) := P ⊥ (Q G Φ). The state A(t) lives in the large Hilbert space and G(A) belongs to the small Hilbert space because P ⊥ = 1 − P and Q 2 G = 0. Thus it is a pure gauge solution. The state space of closed strings is composed from the tensor product of two sectors, those of right mover and left mover [29, 31] . Heterotic string theory is the supersymmetric theory whose chiral sector is supersymmetric and the other is bosonic. There exist other supersymmetric theories that each sector has supersymmetry, so called type II theories. Through the analysis of this section, we know that a pure gauge solution plays an impotant role in supersymmetric extension and we notice the possibility that as we can always construct a formal pure gauge solution of bosonic string field theory as a functional of heterotic string fields [21] , we would be able to construct it as a functional of type II string fields similarly: identification of gauge parameter fields of heterotic theory and type II string fields. In the next section, we demonstrate the construction of type II string field theory based on this perspective.
Type II String Field Theory
Bosonic string field theory possesses the gauge symmetry generated by Q Ψ B . The generator Q Ψ B has the kernel, which is an origin of the gauge symmetry: the state Q ′ Ψ B Ψ B . This state consists of bosonic string fields Ψ B and string products and satisfies
Then a gauge invariant action is constructed as follows
(4.57)
We expect that the NS-NS-sector type II action also has such a gauge structure and assume that the generator is geven by Q G , where G = G(Ψ) is a formal pure gauge solution of bosonic theory and carries ghost number 2, which is a functional of type II string fields Ψ. The generator Q G has the kernel: the state Q G(Ψ) Ψ. This state consists of type II string fields Ψ and string products and satisfies Q G Q G(Ψ) Ψ = 0 because of L ∞ -identities. Therefore, using this state, we propose the following classical action, which possesses the gauge symmetry generated by Q G :
It is constructed from string fields Ψ(t), pure gauge solutions of bosonic theory G(t) = G(Ψ(t)) and the BRST-like nilpotent operator Q G . As the inner product, we use the BPZ inner product with η-currents insertion: A, B η := η 
Type II String Fields and Pure Gauge Solutions
Type II String Fields Ψ We write a type II string field as Ψ and suppose it belongs to the large Hilbert space. Since we assume that η In the rest of this subsection, we give one concrete construction of a pure geuge solution G and show an important property which general pure gauge solutions have.
A Pure Gauge Solution G(Ψ) as a Functional of Type II String Fields Ψ We would like to construct a pure gauge solution G = G(Ψ) concretely, which is a functional of type II string fields Ψ. To this purpose, using Zwiebach's string products, we define G(τ ) as the solution of the following differential equation with the initial condition G(0) = 0:
where P − is the projector 6 onto Im[η − 0 ], κ is the coupling constant, and τ ∈ [0, 1] is a real parameter. We can always obtain the solution G(τ ) by the formal Taylor series G(τ ) = ∞ n=0 τ n n! ∂ n τ G(0). This solution G(τ ) satisfies the equation of motion in bosonic theory for any τ . It is a result from the uniqueness of the solution of the following first-order differential equation:
Using the initial condition F(G(0)) = 0, we obtain F(G(τ )) = 0 for any τ , which is the solution of
is a pure gauge solution, and we define G as G := G(1).
The first few terms of G are calculated as follows:
We succeeded to construct a pure gauge solution G as a functinal of type II string fields Ψ. Using it, we introduce a function G(t) ≡ G(Ψ(t)), which is of course a pure gauge solution for any t. Note that the t-dependence of G(t) is determineded by that of Ψ(t) and we can take it arbitrary as long as Ψ(t) satisfies Ψ(0) = 0 and Ψ(1) = Ψ. 
This Λ X (τ ) is also a functional of Ψ. In paticular, Λ X (0) = 0 and we define Λ X as Λ X := Λ X (1).
As well as the case in the previous section, we can construct this Λ X (τ ) concreatly as the solution of the first-order differential equation
with the initial condition Λ X (0) = 0. The most interesting one is the related field Λ δ associated with the variation δΨ = Q G Λ. In the rest of this subsection, we see useful properties of Λ X (τ ), which is helpfull to our calculus. Suppose this derivation X commutes with the projector P − , then we can calcurate ∂ τ Λ X (τ ) as
Thus we obtain δG(τ ) = Q G Λ δ (τ ) = 0 under δΨ = Q G Λ because Λ δ (τ ) = 0 for any τ when Q G δΨ = 0. 
The Generator
In the previous section, we constructed G(t) = G(Ψ(t)) as a functional of type II string fields Ψ, which carries the same ghost number as a bosonic string field. Therefore we can define the BRST-like operator Q G(t) as an operator which depends on type II string fields Ψ(t) through the functional G = G(Ψ), which will become the generator of the gauge transformation of our type II action. The generator Q G has the kernel: the state 65) which satisfies Q G Q G(Ψ) Ψ = 0 at t = 0. In particular, the state Q G Ψ has the following properties:
where X is a derivation which satisfies [[X, Q]] = 0 and Φ is an arbitraly string field. These properties are used in later calculations, so let us prove them. The first line means the nilpotency of the generator Q G . Since G(Ψ) is a pure guage solution, using (2.6), we can check it as follows: 
We therefore obtain Φ, [Ψ, Q G Ψ X ] G = 0 because of (2.7) and
For odd X, the parity of Φ becomes odd and we can check (4.68) similarly. This is equivalent to the decoupling mechanism of BRST-exact states in bosonic string field theory. 7 We would like to mention that in our construction, although the operator Q G anticommute with η 
As a result, the operator Q G and η + 0 anticommute in the BPZ inner product. We therefore treat the classical solution G as it belongs to the small Hilbert space in the BPZ inner product. Thus, for example, we obtain η 
The Classical Action and the Gauge Invariance
Using operators defined in the previous subsection, we propose the following NS-NS-sector action for type II string field theory in the large Hilbert space description:
The t-dependence of G(t) = G(Ψ(t)) is determinded by that of Ψ(t), and we can take Ψ(t) as an arbitrary function of t ∈ [0, 1] as long as it satisfies Ψ(0) = 0 and Ψ(1) = Ψ. In practical calculations, we often take t-dependence linearly Ψ(t) = tΨ for simplicity. This action is almost the same form as the bosonic action. In fact, using (4.68) for X = δ, ∂ t and (4.72), we can carry out calculations as same as bosonic theory. Note that the following calculation goes:
Hence, the variation of the action is given by:
As a result, we obtain the gauge invariance under the gauge transformation δΨ = Q G Λ. As an element of the large Hilbert space, the gauge transformation can be writen down as follows:
Here, Λ, which carries ghost number −1 and picture number 0, and Ω ± , which carries ghost number −1 and picture number 1, are gauge parameters with respect to Q G and η ± 0 . The equation of motion of our type II theory is given by
(4.77)
In particular, on the mass shell, we obtain η ± 0 G(Ψ) = 0, which is the result of the equation of motion. We can obtain all interaction terms from this action. In the next section, we calculate the expansion with respect to κ and see that it gives correct three point amplitudes.
Summary
We proposed the following type II full action in the large Hilbert space description, 
(4.79)
Here, we regard Ψ(t) as an element of H η . Then this action is invariant under the gauge transformation δΨ = Q G Λ. The equation of motion becomes Q G Ψ = 0. Note that while the symmetric prorerties of string products also hold, the naive cyclicity of the inner product is lost in this discription. (It is natural because G(Ψ) is equivalent to 0 in H η .) This representation of the type II action will give us an one-to-one correspondence to the small Hilbert space description, so there is a possibility that we can completely write down the theory in the small Hilbert space description, but it is not yet clear. In the next section, we will see some results which are yielded from this action.
Some Results
In this section, we study some properties of type II string field theory which was proposed in the last section. In paticular, we would like to check whether our action can reproduce correct amplitudes expected from the first quantized theory.
Perturbation Theory: the Kinetic Term
In the last section, we proposed a concrete form of the type II full action S via bosonic pure gauge solutions as functionals of type II string fields. The full action S produces the free term S 2 and every interaction term S 3 , S 4 , . . . in each order of κ through the following expansion:
In this subsection, we pick up the kinetic term and see details: the gauge transformation and the cohomology, or the physical state space. In the next subsection, we will see the properties of lower-order terms.
A type II string field Ψ satisfies the level matching condition
as other closed string fields. The free type II action in the NS-NS sector is given by
where Q is the BRST operator of type II superstrings and we define η 
where D = 10 is the critical dimension of space-time. Since we use the c − 0 -inserted inner product, the total ghost and picture number in the action must be (g, p) = (3, −2). The ghost and picture number (g, p) of Ψ are (g, p) = (0, 0), so if necessary, we write these explicitly as Ψ ≡ Ψ (0,0) . This free action is invariant under the gauge transformation Ψ → Ψ + QΛ in H η . In the large Hilbert space description, it is equivalent to the following gauge transformation: and we obtain Qψ (2,−2) = 0, which is equivalent to above two equations. They all give the condition of the first quantization. It implies that physical state spaces which are described in the large/small Hilbert space H L /H S and the quotient space H η are equavalent to each other,
Perturbation Theory: Lower-order Interacting Terms
In the last section, the type II full action was given by the following form:
It would reproduce all interaction terms of type II string field theory. In this subsection, we see the result yielded from the lower-order terms S 2 + κS 3 + κ 2 S 4 + O(κ 3 ). Recall that the pure gauge solution G(t) is expanded with respect to the coupling constant κ as follows:
Therefore we obtain the following lower-order perturbative action:
Then, the variation of the action becomes the following form:
The gauge transformation is therefore given as follows:
Let us check the gauge invariance of the action perturbatively. We can write it down by the sum of the following all lines which are equal to zero as follows: 
Three Point Amplitudes
Let us consider three point amplitudes. Recall that the κ 1 -order action is given by 
e.o.m.
Note that the last equal sign holds on the mass shell. Hence, we see that
Here, the symbol A, B, C denotes the correlator. This is the expected result.
Pure Gauge Solutions in the Correlator
In general, there is the correspondence between correlation functions in the small Hilbert space A 1 , . . . , A n and those in the large Hilbert space, where φ andφ are bosonized superghosts:
This implies that the correlator selects one ξ 
(5.100)
Our type II action was given by this form:
In the next subsection, we estimate higher-point amplitudes. To this purpose, in the rest of this subsection, we see the property of G in the correlator. Note that using (4.63) for η ± 0 and η
Then we notice that ξ ± 0 -components of G(Ψ) are given by BRST-exact terms. As a result, it is expected that the value of the correlation function depends only on the small space component of G(Ψ). We therefore regard the pure gauge solution G(Ψ) as an element of the small Hilbert space:
although it is constructed from type II string fields Ψ which belong to the large Hilbert space.
Since there are one η + 0 and one η − 0 in our large Hilbert space action, the value of correlation functions in our theory will be determinded by the large Hilbert space component of Ψ and the small Hilbert space component of G(Ψ).
Reduction to Small Hilbert Space
Let us consider amplitudes, which are expected to correspond to the result of the first quatization theory. To this purpose, the small Hilbert space description is rather reasonable because a small string field Ψ S naturaly corresponds to the vertex operator of closed strings. We therefore consider the reduction to the small Hilbert space, and seek fundamental vertices which produce Feynman graphs of string interaction in the small Hilbert space. We would like to expect that there exists the correspondence Ψ S ≡ η + 0 η − 0 Ψ between the small string field Ψ S and the large string field Ψ as the free case. To see it explicitly, let us consider the zero mode decomposition:
, namely, the small Hilbert space H S . Then the large componentψ has ghost number 2 and picture nummber −2. (We often write it explicitly aŝ ψ ≡ψ (2,−2) .) Therefore, we identify the small string field Ψ S with thisψ up to a sign factor:
It is equivalent to impose on Ψ the following (partial) fixing conditions:
We assume that the other elementsψ • andψ ± correspond to auxiliary fields as well as the correspondence in free theory. We thus consentrate on the part which is related to the element ψ (2,−2) . The pure gauge solution, which is a functional of type II string fields, is given by
We can calculate the ξ ± 0 -decomposition of QP − QΨ, P − QΨ, and QP − Ψ as follows:
Suppose auxiliary fields are integrated out and BRST-exact terms are dropped, then we obtain 
Then we can estimate the following part of the small Hilbert space action, which is expected to contribute to the value of correlation functions:
where σ is a permutation and the sum of σ runs over all possible permutations. Here, A, B is the inner product in the small Hilbert space. It is nonzero if and only if the pair of the total ghost and picture nummber is equal to (g, p) = (5, 4). Now, let us consider string fundamental vertices, or equivalentry, amplitudes. We would like to read small space n-point vertices S n of κ 2 S = κ n S n from the large space action κ 2 S = κ n S n . First, we consider the three point vertex. In this case, we can read it quickly as
where {A, B, C} S := A, [B, C] . It is an expected one. Next, we considr higher-point vertices.
Recall that the κ n -order large space action is given by
From the correspondence discussed above, we can estimate higher-point vertices similarly:
This is a result what we expected from the correspondence to the first quantization theory. Since we use bosonic closed string products, the single covering of the moduli space of Riemann surfaces is realized automatically. The problem of the divergence with respect to the local picture changing operators would be also resolved by the nilpotency of homotopy algebras.
Summary and Discussion
In this paper, using algebraic properties of closed strings, we gave a concrete construction of type II string field theory. It is based on the large Hilbert space description like [20, 21] , so there are no local insertions of picture changing operators. In the construction of supersymmetric theory, a f ormal pure gauge solution of bosonic theory has played a nonnegligible role. A pure gauge solution of bosonic string field theory is always constructed from gauge parameter fields [10] . In the large Hilbert space description, we have constructed superstring field theories by identifying superstring fields with these gauge parameter fields, so it is with our construction. Making a pure gauge solution as a functional of type II string fields, we construct the full action for type II string field theory. We would like to note that our construction is based on algebraic properties of closed string fields, L ∞ -algebras. It is a result from that we use the extension of Zwiebach's closed string products [11] . (Recall that the action for closed string field theory whose Feynman graphs reproduce a single covering of the moduli space has the geometrical vertices satisfying the algebraic relations of the BV-master equation, L ∞ -algebras and their quantum extensions [34, 35, 38] .) Thus, in this paper, we did not touch the geometrical understanding of superstrings like the correspondence of the full action and the decomposition of the moduli space of super-Riemann surfaces as the case of bosonic theory. In the rest of this section, we would like to disucuss related aspects of this type II action and put some comments.
Comparison with Bosonic Theory
We can rewrite the bosonic action into dt ∂Ψ, Q ′ Ψ Ψ , which consits of the Maurer-Cartan operator Q ′ Ψ and has the gauge invariance generated by the BRST operator Q Ψ . On the other hand, we write down the type II action by dt ∂Ψ, Q G Ψ η , which consists of the BRST operator Q G and has the gauge invariance generated by the BRST operator Q G . In bosonic theory, we can construct the Maurer-Cartan operator Q ′ Ψ as the linear combination of the BRST operators Q Ψ generates the gauge transformation of free theory and Q [1] Ψ generates that of full theory. In type II theory, we can introduce Q G by the replacement of κ → aκ and define a Maurer-Cartan (like) operator Q ′ G by the integration of a from 0 to 1. Using this operator, we can write down the another action as S ′ = dt ∂Ψ, Q ′ G Ψ η , which gives Q ′ G Ψ = 0 as the equation of motion. Then the perturbative expansion of κ 2 S ′ = κ n S ′ n gives the almost same result as our action κ 2 S = κ n S n . The difference is the coefficients of n-point vertices: (n−1)S ′ n = S n . Note that this S ′ is not invariant under the transformation generated by Q G (but Q
[a] G ). 8 Pure Gauge Solution and L ∞ -structure
In our construction, we used the method which is based only on the properties of nilpotent homotopy algebras, so this framework is available for considering other gauge theories as long as the gauge invariance is governed by nilpotent homotopy algebras. In particular, considering a shift by a pure gauge solution G, we wrote down the type II action. However, we would like to note that there exist some ambiguities in constructing a pure gauge solution. For example, we can use some another projector like P + , or modify the defining equation of the pure gauge solution as ∂ τ G = Q G P − QΨ, and so on. Or as well as open string field theory, in closed string field theory, we may be able to construct a pure gauge solution without using a differential (or integral) equation which we used. In this article, we chose simplest one which realizes δG(Ψ) = Q G Λ δ = 0 under the gauge transformation because we would Q G 's expanding point G like to belong the equivalent class of the gauge transformation.
Algebraic structure of Type II String Field Theory
The gauge symmetry of string field theory is infinitly reducible. Thus it is not clear whether we can obtain a gauge fixed action as a simple extension of the original action [25] [26] [27] . Since the type II action consists of string fields, the BRST operator Q, a projector P − , and closed string products, we can expect that guage fixing is carrid out by relaxing the constraint of the ghost number of string fields as the case of bosonic theory. However, to prove it exactly, we need to construct vertices for type II fields (not for bosonic fields) from the decomposition of the moduli space of super-Riemann surfaces, which would naturally lead to (extended) homotopy algebras of type II fields. We need these geometrical understandings of superstring fields for quantization, constructing theory which includes R-sector, considering the problem of background independence, other nonperturbative effects, and so on. It is rather not clear in the case of the Large Hilbert space description. In particular, in the large Hilbert space description, we know the cyclicity of a graded symplectic form and the sign of products of homotopy algebras are not well-suited naively, so we also need to find a good algebraic structure of supersting fields on this point. Recently, there is a progress in this geometrical point of view [41] . They gave an outline to construct type II vertices and the quantum BV-master action geometrically in the Small Hilbert space description. In quantum bosonic closed string field theory, the vertices satisfy the relations of a loop homotopy Lie algebra, whose classical part gives L ∞ -algebras. In [41] , they introduced N = 1 loop homotopy Lie algebras by considering the operad which deeply relates to type II string field theory.
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A L ∞ -algebras and Closed String Field Theory
A representation of the L ∞ -operad on a fixed graded vector space H is an L ∞ -algebra (H, L) [34, 35, 39, 40] . In string field theory, we regard the string state space, Hilbert space of conformal field theory, as a graded vector space H through the identification of the world sheet ghost number and H's grading [12, [14] [15] [16] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . In Appendix A, we give a short review of the L ∞ -algebra and its role in closed string field theory without using operads.
Deffinition. (un-shuffle)
By a (k, l)-unshuffle of A 1 , . . . , A n with n = k + l is meant a permutation σ such that for i < j ≤ k, we have σ(i) < σ(j) and similarly for k < i < j ≤ k + l. We denote the subgroup of (k, l)-unshuffle in S k+l by S k,l and by S k+l=n , the union of the subgroup S k,l with k + l = n. Similary, a (k 1 , . . . , k i )-unsuffle means a permutation σ ∈ S n with n = k 1 + · · · + k i such that the order is preserved within each block of length k 1 , . . . , k i . The subgroup of S n consisting of all such unshuffle we denote by S k 1 ,...,k i . The Koszul Sign of Permutation By decomposing permutations as a product of transpositions, there is then defined the sign of a permutation of n graded elements: A 1 , . . . , A n , e.g for any σ ∈ S n , the permutation of n graded elements, is defined by
Since we will have many fomulas with such indices and their permutations, we will use the notion I := (i 1 , . . . , i n ) and
Then, for any σ ∈ S n , we use σ(I) to denote (σ(i 1 ), . . . , σ(i n )) and hence
Deffinition. (L ∞ -algebra) Let H be a graded vector space and suppose that a collection of degree (3 − 2k) graded symmetric linear maps L := {L k : H ⊗k → H} k≥0 is given. The pair (H, L) is called L ∞ -algebra if the maps satisfy the following relations:
for n ≥ 1. A weak L ∞ -algebra consists of a collection of degree (3 − 2k) graded symmetric linear maps m := {m k : H ⊗k → H} k≥0 satisfying the same relation but for n ≥ 0 and with
, suppose that there exists a collection of degree preserving graded symmetric multi-linear maps F := {f k : H ⊗k → H ′ } k≥0 where f 0 is a map from C to a degree zere subvector space of H. F is called an L ∞ -morphism if it satisfies the following relations
When (H, L) and (H ′ , L ′ ) are weak L ∞ -algebra, then a weak L ∞ -morphism consists of multilinear maps {f k } k≥0 satisfying the above condition and
In an L ∞ -algebra (H, L), the Maurer-Cartan equation for A ∈ H is given by
We donote the set of the solutions of the Maurer-Cartan equation as MC(H, L). Symplectic Structure Skew-symmetric bilinear map ω : H ⊗ H → C is called constant symplectic structure when it has fixed integer degree |ω| ∈ Z and is non-degenerate. Namely,
Given two elements
for any A, B ∈ H and degree |ω| implies that ω(A, B) = 0 except for
is equipped with constant symplectic structure ω : H ⊗ H → C. For L = {L k : H ⊗k → H}, let us define the multi-linear maps by
The degree of V n+1 is |ω| + 1. An L ∞ -algebra equipped with constant symplectic structure (H, L, ω) is called cyclic L ∞ -algebra if V n+1 is graded symmetric with respect to any permutation of H ⊗(n+1) :
In string field theory, we sometimes use the Stokes's Teorem:
If the Stokes's Theorem holds in cyclic L ∞ -algebra, then L ∞ -identities splits into two groups:
where l ≥ 1 and k ≥ 2. Then L 1 becomes the derivation for all products {L k } k≥2 . It is naturally relized in considering scattering amplitudes of multi-strings in closed string field theory.
L ∞ -algebras and Cyclicity in Closed Sting Field Theory
In string field theory, these mathematical objects naturally corespond to physical ones. We often use L ∞ -identities by the following form: (l ≥ 1, k ≥ 2 and σ is the sign of splittings)
The sum runs over all different splittings of the set {1, . . . , n} into a first group {i 1 , . . . , i l } and a second group {j 1 , . . . , j k }, where l ≥ 1 and k ≥ 2. Two splittings are the same if the corresponding first groups contain the same set of integers regardless of their order. The sign factor σ(i l , j k ) is defined to be the sign picked up when one rearranges the sequence {Q, A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n } into the sequence {A i 1 , . . . , A i l , Q, A j 1 , . . . , A j k } taking into account the Grassmann property. The gauge structure of closed string theory is governed by L ∞ -algebras. In particular, the Maurer-Cartan equation corresponds to the equation of motion F(Ψ) = 0 and the null form L Ψ (Λ) corresponds to the gauge transformation δΨ = Q Ψ Λ. The differential equation which defines a pure gauge solution comes from above equation which decides the gauge equivalence of Maurer-Cartan elements. In addition to these, the symplectic form ω(A, B) is given by the BPZ inner product A|c − 0 |B of conformal field theory. The cyclic L ∞ -structure {V n } n corresponds to the set of fundamental vertices of string field theory. Furthermore, in string field theory, there exists Stokes's Theorem on the moduli space of Riemann surfaces. Therefore, closed string field theory is described by cyclic L ∞ -algebras equipped with Stokes's Theorem.
Stokes's Theorem on Moduli Space in Closed String Field Theory
The closed string products are constructed form the decomposition of the moduli space of Riemann surfaces [11] . We know the fact that the BRST operator acts on the moduli sapce M n as an exterior product acting on the cotangent bundle of (2n − 6)-dimensional manifold [35] and there also exists good theorem, so-called Stoke's Theorem. The n-point correlation function Ω A 1 ...An of string field theory corresponds to the top form Ω [0] on the moduli space M n . As a result, we obtain
where M n+1 is the moduli space of the (n + 1)-punctured sphere and Ω [−r] is the volume form of such a space whose dimension is (dim[M n+1 ] − r). By definition, (n + 1)-point correlation functions A(A 0 , . . . , A n ) are given through the integral of the top form over such a moduli space
The summention runs over decomposition of the moduli space M n ≡ V n ⊕R 1 n ⊕· · ·⊕R n−3 n , where V n gives the n-point fundamental vertex and R i n represents the region of n-point graph vertices constructed from the possible combination of lower vertecies and propergators. We already know the free action for bosonic closed string field theory: S 0 = 1 2 Ψ, QΨ . Then the generator of the gauge transformation is given by Q. The state Q ′ Ψ which belongs to the kernel of this generator Q is given by Q ′ Ψ := QΨ because of the nilpotency Q 2 = 0. Therefore, in free theory, we can regard the Maurer-Cartan operator Q ′ as the BRST operator Q itself. Using this Q ′ , we can rewrite the free action of bosonic string field theory as follows, Unfortunately, this relation does not hold for a general element of L ∞ -algebras. However, considering the property of the BPZ inner product, we notice that such extra elements belong to the kernel of cyclic L ∞ -algebras. The decoupling mechanism of BRST-exact states works.
There is a slight difference between bosonic action and our type II action and it is a result from that we use a naive extension of Zwiebach's string products which is constructed from the decomposition of bosonic moduli space and carry appropriate ghost numbers for bosonic string fields. We expect that after constructing type II vertices as the decomposition of the muduli space and identifying some underlying (homotopy) algebra, using such vertices for type II theory, we will be able to write down the action which have exactly parallel structure.
C Open String Field Theory
Open string field theory [3] is described by the Chern-Simons-like action
Thus the equation of motion is given by QΦ+ In this theory, the gauge structure is governed by differential graded algebras, which are the special case of A ∞ algebras [16, 37, 38] . We can also rewrite this action into our form: S = dt ∂ t Φ, Q Ψ Φ .
Let us define the BRST operator around A with coupling constant ag and the Maurer-Cartan operator Q ′ A as follws: The equation of motion is given by η 0 A Q = 0 and this action is invariant under A δ = Q A Q Λ. We would like to mention that for linear t-dependent Φ(t), introducing a real parameter a ∈ [0, 1], we can rewrite this action into our new form: The equivalence of (C.140) and (C.141) is provided by the relation A Q (t) = Q ′ A Q (t) Φ(t) for Φ(t) = tΦ. Let us check this relation. Using Φ = gΦ, we can rewrite A Q into Q ′
